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When Do Base Rates Affect Predictions?

Maya Bar-Hillel and Baruch Fischhoff
Decision Research, Eugene, Oregon

Recent studies have shown that when people make predictions, they often neglect
base-rate considerations. Instead of considering what typically happens in situ-
ations like the one being judged, they rely on the extent to which the judged
case is representative of the possible prediction categories—although if repre-
sentativeness fails to provide a clear guide to prediction, people will resort to
base-rate considerations. Manis, Dovalina, Avis, and Cardoze recently argued
against this conclusion, presenting as evidence a series of experiments in which
subjects predicted the category membership of individuals depicted in each of
a set of photos. They found that base rates had a clear effect on discrete pre-
dictions (i.e., a majority of the photos were predicted to belong to the larger
category) and a smaller effect on the confidence subjects attached to those pre-
dictions. However, only a minority of the photos could be readily classified by
representativeness. As a result, Manis et al.'s findings can be reinterpreted in a
way that makes them compatible with previous findings. In this light, their study
emerges as a constructive replication of earlier results demonstrating judgment
by representativeness.

A burgeoning area of research is the study
of the role of background (or base-rate) in-
formation in people's predictions about spe-
cific target individuals (Borgida & Brekke,
in press; Kassin, 1979). The impetus for
much of this work was a study by Kahneman
and Tversky (1973) demonstrating that base
rates may be largely ignored in the presence
of even flimsy specific evidence. They argued
that predictions are often governed by judg-
ments of "representativeness." The user of
this heuristic predicts that people belong to
groups whose prototypes they most resem-
ble. Such predictions are made even when
the target individuals are characterized by
only a brief, unreliable description and even
when they resemble low base-rate groups,
that is, groups with few members in the pop-
ulation from which the individuals are drawn.

In the course of this base-rate research,
Kahneman and Tversky's original design
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and theory have been adapted to and tested
in a variety of new situations. A study by
Manis, Dovalina, Avis, and Cardoze (1980)
affords an opportunity to reassess what
Kahneman and Tversky said, how well their
conclusions have borne the test of time, and
what we now know about the conditions un-
der which people attend to base rates.

The Representativeness Thesis

Kahneman and Tversky's (1973) original
studies required subjects to predict the
profession of an individual described in a
thumbnail personality sketch. Subject's pre-
dictions were influenced heavily by the ex-
tent to which the description represented the
dominant features of the stereotype asso-
ciated with each profession, with little at-
tention being given to the base rates of the
various professions. Subjects who were given
no individuating evidence and, hence, could
not rely on representativeness utilized the
base rate appropriately.

Subsequent studies have attempted to
identify additional conditions under which
base rates affect predictions, in order to re-
fine our understanding of the representa-
tiveness heuristic's use and limits. The cu-
mulative evidence suggests that base rates
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will affect predictions most in the following
three situations:

1. Judgment by representativeness fails
to provide a clear guide to prediction. This
can happen in several ways. The prediction
categories may evoke no stereotypes, the in-
dividuating information may not suggest any
of the category stereotypes, or it may suggest
all stereotypes equally. For example, Gino-
sar and Trope (1980) gave subjects a de-
scription whose details represented both of
the two alternative categories. Unable to
make a prediction on the basis of represen-
tativeness, subjects relied on base rates. The
same pattern emerged when the two alter-
native categories evoked very similar stereo-
types.

2. The base rates have a causal relation-
ship to the target outcome. It appears that
causally linked base rates are not ignored,
since they can be incorporated directly into
the prediction scheme, along with represen-
tativeness considerations (Ajzen, 1977; Bar-
Hillel, 1980; Tversky & Kahneman, 1979).
In Kahneman and Tversky's (1973) early
studies, the base-rate information was non-
causal whereas the specific information lent
itself to judgment by representativeness.

3. More than one value of the base-rate
information is considered. Drawing atten-
tion to the base rates apparently encourages
subjects to utilize them, which they do with
moderate success for the present kind of
problem (Fischhoff, Slovic, & Lichtenstein,
1979).

The Probability-Learning Paradigm

Manis et al. (1980) added several new
dimensions to the contexts within which
base-rate usage has been studied using a
modification of the probability-learning par-
adigm. In that paradigm, subjects must pre-
dict the identity of each item in a series
drawn from a binomial population. Typi-
cally, subjects learn the base rates of the
item categories from their trial-by-trial feed-
back and then "match" them in their pre-
dictions (Estes, 1976). That is, prediction
proportions come to match sample propor-
tions. Although this response strategy fails
to maximize the expected rate of correct
predictions (as would happen if subjects al-

ways predicted the most common category),
it does show that "the observed base rates
. . . have a clear and replicable influence,
in contrast to the weak, inconsistent effects
reported by Kahneman and Tversky" (Manis
et al., 1980, p. 232).

Manis et al. observed that the probability-
learning paradigm differs from that used by
Kahneman and Tversky in two ways. One
is that it presents the base-rate information
sequentially rather than simultaneously. The
second is that its response mode requires a
discrete prediction of category membership
rather than a continuous evaluation of cat-
egory membership probabilities. Manis et al.
merged the two paradigms by presenting the
base-rate information case by case and elic-
iting discrete responses.

In each trial of Manis et al.'s Experiment
1, subjects viewed a photograph of a young
male, guessed his attitude (pro or con) on
an issue such as legalization of marijuana,
and then were informed what his "true" po-
sition was. This "true position" feedback was
assigned at random according to experi-
menter-determined base rates. Subjects
showed little initial preference for predicting
either a "pro" or a "con" position. But over
the course of 50 trials, the proportion of pro
predictions came close to matching the pro-
portion in the sample, thereby replicating the
pattern of responses typically found in prob-
ability-learning studies.

One important difference between the
present study and probability-learning stud-
ies makes it unlikely that Manis et al.'s sub-
jects were responding like probability-
matching subjects. Probability-learning ex-
periments provide no individuating infor-
mation. Each trial is generated randomly
according to the appropriate base rate. In
practice, probability-learning subjects seem
to individuate each trial on the basis of the
pattern they perceive in preceding trials. In
particular, they predict events that will cre-
ate random-looking sequences. Most fre-
quently, the result is a negative recency ef-
fect, which leads subjects to predict events
that they have not seen recently (Jarvick,
1951; Tune, 1964).

In Manis et al.'s paradigm, on the other
hand, the trials themselves are naturally dis-
tinctive. Each presents a different face, one
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that may be seen as more or less represen-
tative of the possible categories. Manis et al.
argue that their subjects relied somewhat on
this differential representativeness in allo-
cating category labels. We would go a step
further and argue that their subjects relied
entirely on differential representativeness
whenever that was possible. That is, subjects
who encountered a face that looked like a
marijuana advocate or opponent predicted
as much. It is only when subjects encoun-
tered "neutral" photographs (for which rep-
resentativeness provides no guide) that they
were swayed by the base rates. If correct,
this claim would cast a rather different light
on Manis et al.'s results. A closer look at
Manis et al.'s Experiment 1 is needed to see
how far its results can support this reinter-
pretation.

Reinterpreting Experiment 1
In order to assess the differential repre-

sentativeness of the photographs they used,
Manis et al. had a separate group of (no-
feedback) subjects categorize each photo as
pro or con. When most subjects agreed that
a face looked like a supporter (or opponent)
of legalizing marijuana, it was considered to
be stereotypically pro (or con). For over half
of the pictures, however, there was no such
consensus among subjects. These could have
been "neutral" photos, which seemed neither
pro nor con, or "controversial" photos, which
seemed pro to some subjects and con to oth-
ers (in roughly equal proportions). Since
subjects could not label photos "neutral,"
there is no way of knowing how prevalent
such judgments would have been. In the dis-
cussion that follows, we shall assume that
some photos in all three consensus categories
seemed neutral to some subjects.

Figure 1 is in part a redrafting of Manis
et al.'s Figure 2, relabeled to fit the distinc-
tions made in the preceding paragraph.1 The
solid lines represent the percentages of cases
in which subjects predicted that a photo
showed a pro person. For all three categories,
there was a higher percentage of pro pre-
dictions with the high pro base rate. Manis
et al. (1980) interpreted this trend to mean
that "the base-rate data proved to be equally
influential, whether the individuating infor-
mation (the photograph in question) seemed
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Figure I . Predictions (solid line = actual, broken
line = reconstructed) concerning attitudes toward le-
galization of marijuana as a function of the observed
base rate and the consensual classification of the photos.
(From "Base Rates Can Affect Individual Predictions,"
by Melvin Manis, Ismael Dovalina, Nancy E. Avis, and
Steven Cardoze, Journal of Personality and Social Psy-
chology, 1980, 38, 231-248, Figure 2. Copyright 1980
by the American Psychological Association. Reprinted
by permission. The figure has been relabeled for the sake
of consistent usage with other parts of the text.)

to be informative [i.e., differentially repre-
sentative of the two categories] or not"
(p. 235).

The pattern of Manis et al.'s data can,
however, be accounted for without assuming
any violations of prediction by representa-
tiveness. Table 1 substantiates this claim
with a hypothetical reconstruction of the
judgments underlying Manis et al.'s data. It
assumes that the base rate that subjects
learn affects predictions only for neutral
photos, whereas photos that seem pro or con
are judged according to representativeness.
Regarding the prevalence of neutral figures,
we make the following auxiliary assump-
tions: (a) 45% of the time photos in the pro
consensus and con consensus groups were
viewed as neutral (and would have been
judged as such had there been a "neutral"

1 Manis et al. labeled the abscissa "phototype," with
the three categories "positive," "negative," and "neu-
tral." They labeled the ordinate "percentage of 'for'
predictions."
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Table 1
A Hypothetical Distribution of Photo Evaluations Reconstructing the Results of Manis et al. 's
(1980) Experiment 1

Variable

> of time photos are
predicted to be pro:

Low pro base rate
Judged by

representativeness
Judged by probability

matching
Total

High pro base rate
Judged by

representativeness
Judged by probability

matching
Total

Con

Consensual classification of photos

None

9
12

36
39

16

12
28

16

48
64

Pro

% of time photos are
perceived to be:

Con
Neutral
Pro
Total

52
45

3
100

24
60
16

100

18
45
37

100

37

9
46

37

36
73

category), and (b) in the no-consensus group,
photos were viewed as neutral 60% of the
time.

If subjects probability match when mak-
ing predictions for these neutral stimuli, they
would classify 80% of them in the majority
category and 20% in the minority category.
In particular, 20% of the neutral photos
would be labeled "pro" in the high-pro base-
rate condition. This represents 9% of all pre-
dictions for photos consensually classified as
con (.20 X .45). Since another 3% of the
time photos in the con consensus group were
judged as pro by representativeness, we
would have 12% (3% + 9%) pro predictions
for con consensus photos in the low-pro base-
rate condition. This 12% corresponds roughly
to the 10% observed by Manis et al. The
bottom sections of Table 1 carry through
analogous computations for the other five
photo-classification base-rate combinations.
The results that would be produced by this
hypothesized process are represented by the
broken lines in Figure 1. The similarity be-
tween these simulated results and those ac-
tually observed indicates that Manis et al.'s
results are not inconsistent with consistent
reliance on representativeness.2

In this light, the base-rate effect might be

2 Two other comments on the details of the simulated
results in Table 1 may be pertinent: (a) Manis et al.
(1980) report that when a group of subjects who re-
ceived no feedback performed the prediction task, "fully
70% of the faces were classified as nonpolarized (or neu-
tral) , since they elicited inconsistent expectations from
different respondents. By contrast, only 53% of the same
faces were classified as neutral when considered in the
context of the marijuana issue" (p. 234, Footnote).
"Neutral" in this sense means not consistently catego-
ri?.ed as pro or con. That inconsistency could reflect ar-
bitrary responses by subjects unable to predict by rep-
resentativeness, or it could reflect deliberate responses
of subjects who disagreed about which prediction cat-
egory was best represented by a particular photo. If we
take the percentage of "neutral" photos (in Manis et
al.'s sense) as equal to the percentage of the time that
no judgment could be made by representativeness
("neutral" in the sense of Table I ) , then the percentages
in the second row of Table 1 correspond roughly to those
observed by Manis et al. (b) The asymmetry between
the perception of those who were consensually classified
as con or pro (i.e., the fact that there was a 52:3 split
in one case and 18:37 in the other) was introduced to
m a i n t a i n consistency wi th Manis et al.'s data. As can
be seen from the solid lines in Figure I , Manis et al.'s
con photos were more strongly con than their pro photos
were pro. For example, for the cases in which the con-
sensus judgment of the photo matched the base rate,
90% of their con photos were judged con in the high-
con (low-pro) base-rate condition, whereas only 72% of
pro photos were judged pro in the high-pro base-rate
condition. Similar asymmetries can be seen where the
consensual photo classification disagreed with the base
rate and where there was no consensus.
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seen as due primarily to the preponderance
of neutral stimuli. If, as this account sug-
gests, neutral photos are the only ones that
are responsive to base rates, one would ex-
pect stronger base-rate effects to be asso-
ciated with higher proportions of neutral
stimuli. This additional prediction seems to
be borne out by Manis et al.'s data. The
base-rate effect with the marijuana legali-
zation task was somewhat smaller than that
with an analogous task asking subjects to
predict whether people in photographs sup-
ported or opposed legislation mandating seat
belt usage.3 Manis et al. (1980) argued that
"there are no clear stereotypes regarding the
physical characteristics of those who favor
such legislation" (p. 233) and found a higher
proportion of no-consensus pictures with
that task.

Reinterpreting Experiment 2

The feedback given to Manis et al.'s sub-
jects clearly taught them the base rates.
Since that feedback was random, it may also
have taught them something about the va-
lidity of representativeness as a guide to ac-
tion, namely, that the differential represen-
tativeness of the photos is not as diagnostic
a predictor as it might appear. Although that
bitter experience does not point to an alter-
native prediction strategy, it might still re-
duce subjects' confidence in representative-
ness-derived predictions. This would be
particularly true for predictions of the low
base-rate category which tend to encounter
negative feedback more often. The effect of
feedback on confidence can be tested if con-
fidence is elicited in addition to discrete pre-
dictions of category membership. This was
done in Manis et al.'s Experiment 2.

In this experiment, Manis et al. presented
40 labeled photographs one by one, osten-
sibly as a memory task, without requesting
predictions. Subjects then guessed the post-
graduate plans of each of 10 new cases and
indicated confidence in their predictions on
a 3-point scale anchored at "guess" and
"very certain." Manis et al. translated these
responses into "subjective probabilities" that
predictions were correct as follows: "Guess"
was translated to .51, medium confidence to
.755, and "certain" to 1.

Although intended to eliminate the "ex-

plicit feedback (reinforcement) following
each prediction" (Manis et al., 1980, p. 238)
in Experiment 1, this design does not pre-
clude the possibility of self-generated feed-
back, a possibility that may be almost un-
avoidable in such tasks (Fischhoff & Slovic,
1980). That is, subjects in the initial phase
of Experiment 2, having been told they
would later be asked to remember both the
faces and their labels, may have been trying
to "learn" something about the face-label
relationship, both as a mnemonic device and
as a means of making the task more mean-
ingful and interesting. If that was the case,
similar results concerning discrete predic-
tions would have been expected in the two
experiments. This was found.

The novel aspect of this experiment is its
confidence assessments. Figure 2 shows these
assessments after they were translated into
mean "subjective probabilities." For each
face, mean confidence in the high base-rate
prediction is contrasted with the mean as-
signed in the low base-rate condition, fol-
lowing Kahneman and Tversky's (1973) Fig-
ure 1. Of the 10 points plotted this way (one
for each face), 2 are on the identity line,
reflecting complete insensitivity to base rates,
and all the others are closer to the identity
line than to the curve appropriate for judges
ideally sensitive to base rates. Thus, Figure
2 is not unlike Kahneman and Tversky's
comparable plot in that both show a slight,
though significant, effect of base rates. The
fact that none of the faces in Figure 1 re-
ceived a very high mean probability of he-

Mi is possible to compute the expected pro predictions
for each of the issues and each of the consensus groups.
Regarding the seat belt issue, suppose 70% of the time
photos are viewed as neutral and the rest are split evenly
between positive and negative. Then, by the same re-
construction as is offered in Table 1, we would expect
71 % pro predictions in the positive consensus group and
29% in the negative consensus group. Seventy-one per-
cent represents 80% of the neutrals plus the positives,
that is, 56%+15% = 71%. Likewise, regarding the
marijuana issue, if only 53% of the time the photos are
viewed as neutral, we would expect 66% pro predictions
in the positive consensus group and 34% in the negative
consensus group. The actual numbers obtained by Manis
et al. were 70% vs. 30% in the marijuana issue and 77%
vs. 30% in the seat belt issue. Although the predictions
do not match the observations exactly, they do account
for the somewhat larger difference between the two pro-
portions in the issue with the higher proportion of neu-
trals.
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Figure 2. Mean derived subjective probabilities that the
individuals depicted in 10 pictures have plans to attend
graduate school, plotted separately for groups that had
seen a sample of either 70% or 30% students with such
plans. (From "Base Rates Can Affect Individual Pre-
dictions," by Melvin Manis, Ismael Dovalina, Nancy
E. Avis, and Steven Cardoze, Journal of Personality
and Social Psychology, 1980, 38. 231-248, Figure 4.
Copyright 1980 by the American Psychological Asso-
ciation. Reprinted by permission.)

longing to either category in either condition
suggests than none evoked a very strong con-
sistent stereotype. Indeed, the means are so
close to .50 that in every case relatively few
subjects could have had confidence scores of
.755 or more.

Response Mode Effects

Manis et al. noted the contrast between
the modest base-rate effect with confidence
judgments (Figure 2) and the pronounced
base-rate effect with categorical judgments
(Figure 1). Table 2 attempts to clarify the
various patterns of results that are possible
with these two response modes using several
hypothetical sets of stimuli and prediction
strategies. For the sake of simplicity, the ta-
ble makes two restrictive assumptions: (a)
Subjects have learned the base rate, and (b)
subjects agree about the differential repre-
sentativeness of each face. Each table entry
represents a subject's confidence that a face
is pro, using Manis et al.'s scheme for de-

riving probability assessments; hence, prob-
abilities of .51 or greater mean that the sub-
ject predicted pro. In Example 1, both
subjects agree that Faces 1, 2, and 3 are
certainly pro and that 8, 9, and 10 are cer-
tainly con; they predict as much. They also
agree that Faces 4, 5, 6, and 7 are neutral
and classify them in the majority category,
although with little confidence in those pre-
dictions. Subject 1, who has seen 70% con,
guesses that they are con, whereas Subject
2, who has seen 70% pro, guesses that they
are pro. The results is that the two subjects'
category predictions reflect their respective
base rates perfectly, whereas all 10 points
fall very close to or on the identity line, ap-
pearing like disregard for the base rates.

In Example 1, the subjects respond to
feedback simply by biasing their categori-
zation of "neutral" cases. In Example 2, they
also lower their confidence, particularly for
minority-category predictions, to reflect the
reduced credibility of the individuating ev-
idence. The result is a pattern of discrete
choices and "probability" judgments roughly
similar to that observed by Manis et al. (i.e.,
a large difference in discrete choices accom-
panied by a modest difference in confidence
judgments). This similarity supports the idea
that feedback affects confidence but does not
induce predictions that run contrary to rep-
resentativeness.

In these examples, subjects' ability to
probability match without violating repre-
sentativeness hinged on the availability of
enough neutral faces. Examples 3, 4, and 5
in Table 1 show what might happen if each
face was clearly a pro or clearly a con and
the split between these categories differed
from that of the base rate. Now, subjects
can either probability match or classify by
representativeness, but not both. In Exam-
ples 3 and 4, subjects choose the latter
course. Here, the "subjective probabilities"
show a clear base-rate effect, whereas the
discrete choices show none, thereby revers-
ing the pattern of Example 1. Example 3
assumes that all five pros and all five cons
represent their category equally. Conse-
quently, if subjects reduce their confidence
in one minority-label prediction, they should
reduce it equally in all minority-label pre-
dictions. On the other hand, the presence of
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Table 2
Continuous Versus Discrete Response Modes

Variable

Subject 1
Subject 2
Face seems:a

Subject 3
Subject 4
Face seems:

Pro
base
rate

30
70

30
70

1

100
100
Pro

100
100
Pro

2

100
100
Pro

75.5
100
Pro

3

100 |
100
Pro

51
75.5

Pro

Face

4 5

Example 1

49 49
51 51

Neutb Neut

Example 2

I 49 49
51 51

Neut Neut

6

49
51
Neut

49
51
Neut

7

49
51 1
Neut

49
51 1
Neut

8

0
0

Con

24.5
49
Con

9

0
0

Con

0
24.5
Con

10

0
0

Con

0
0

Con

predicted
as pro

30
70

30
70

Example 3

Subject 5
Subject 6
Face seems:

30
70

75.5
100
Pro

75.5
100
Pro

75.5
100
Pro

75.5
100
Pro

75.5
100

0
24.5

Pro Con

0
24.5
Con

0
24.5
Con

0
24.5
Con

0
24.5
Con

50
50

Example 4

Subject 7
Subject 8
Face seems:

Subject 9
Subject 10
Face seems:

30
70

30
70

100
100
Pro

100
100
Pro

100
100
Pro

100
100
Pro

100
100
Pro

100
100
Pro

51
100
Pro

51
100
Pro

Example 5

| 49 49
100
Pro

100
Pro

1 °
1 49

Con

0
51
Con

0
49
Con

0
51
Con

0 0
0 0

Con Con

0 0
"1 0 0

Con Con

0
0

Con

0
0

Con

50
50

30
70

Note. Faces on the left of the dividing line are judged to be pro in the discrete-response mode.
° Indicates choice according to representativeness. Neut. = neutral.

some less clear-cut cases might lead to a
pattern like that in Example 4. Finally, in
Example 5, representativeness is sacrificed
for the sake of probability matching. We
suspect that this pattern will not be com-
monly encountered, that is, we believe re-
presentativeness will typically dominate prob-
ability matching when the two are in conflict.

Reinterpreting Experiment 3

In Experiment 3 Manis et al. abandoned
the sequential presentation of base-rate in-
formation in favor of a summary format:
Subjects were told the composition of the
population from which the judged cases were
drawn. Their task was still to predict the
category membership of individual cases.

The salience of the base-rate summary
was manipulated as one independent vari-

able. According to our account, this variable
would have an effect only if the least salient
summary failed to attract enough attention
for the base rate to be used in predictions
for neutral targets. The fact that salience
had no significant effect may mean that even
a minimal summary is adequate.

A second independent variable was the
position or "issue" being predicted. Manis
et al. intended that the 10 issues they used
would vary from highly stereotypic ones
(e.g., "belongs to a fraternity") to unste-
reotypic ones (e.g., "likes to swim"). With
respect to each issue, a stimulus was judged
"positive" (e.g., likes swimming) or "nega-
tive" (e.g., does not like swimming). "Each
subject responded to 20 items, 10 of which
were fillers. . . . Each issue was presented
in combination with all levels of the remain-
ing variables" (Manis et al., 1980, p. 241).
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The representativeness hypothesis pre-
dicts that those issues that evoke clearer ste-
reotypes facilitate judgment by representa-
tiveness and reduce the impact on base rates.
However, the issues variable failed to pro-
duce an effect. Whether this result consti-
tutes evidence against the representativeness
hypothesis depends on whether one accepts
Manis et al.'s intuitive classification of issues
as strongly or weakly stereotypic and whether
one believes that the stimuli were differen-
tially representative of the various catego-
ries. Since no relevant evidence is presented,
the absence of an issues effect may be due
to the weakness of the manipulation. Alter-
natively, even if the different issues do vary
in the strength of the stereotypes they evoke,
having subjects consider a variety of issues
may have encouraged them to generate ste-
reotypes for even lackluster issues. Fischhoff
and Slovic (1980) found subjects able to cre-
ate discriminatory schemes even with highly
unfamiliar stimuli and "issues."

Collapsing over all 10 test issues, Manis
et al. found a significant, though small, effect
for a third independent variable: the base
rates of "positives" for the different issues.
This result replicates the previous finding
that base rates are utilized somewhat when
subjects consider alternative base-rate val-
ues (Fischhoff et al., 1979). On a 1-10 like-
lihood scale, a typical description was judged
about 1.2 points more likely to belong to a
given category when that category was a
majority one (70% of the population) than
when it was a minority one (30%).

The final independent variable was the
"type" of individuating information given
about each judged case. The five types were:
(a) last initial only; (b) name, age, hair color,
and eye color; (c) "positive picture" (i.e., one
strongly resembling the positive stereotype
for the issue); (d) "negative picture"; and
(e) "neutral picture." The representative-
ness hypothesis predicts that "when the
target case resembles neither [category ste-
reotype], we should find that base-rate
information is more substantially involved
in the judgmental process" (Manis et al.,
1980. p. 238). From this perspective, Type
a might be called "worthless" information,
since representativeness provides no guide to
prediction, whereas Types c and d might

constitute "diagnostic" information, since
one can predict by representativeness. The
diagnosticity of information of Type b would
seem to depend on the issue being judged
(e.g., hair color might be diagnostic for "is
Jewish" but not for "is an only child"). It
is unclear whether the neutrality of the Type
e pictures is due either to their resembling
neither category stereotype or to their re-
sembling different stereotypes in the judg-
ment of different subjects.

Consistent with prediction by represen-
tativeness, the modest overall base-rate ef-
fect noted above was somewhat greater for
worthless information (Type a M=1.73)
than for diagnostic information (Types c and
d M = 1.17), with Type b falling in between
(M = 1.42). The relatively weak base-rate
effect with the "neutral picture" (Type e
M = 1.13) would conflict with judgment by
representativeness if these pictures resem-
bled neither stereotype for most subjects; it
would be consistent, however, if the pictures
were merely controversial, that is, if subjects
were divided between those who saw each
as a positive and those who saw each as a
negative.

Reinterpreting Experiment 4

In Manis et al.'s Experiment 4, three for-
mats were used to present base-rate infor-
mation about a sample of 40 college stu-
dents' plans to continue schooling. Group I
sequentially viewed photographs with labels
that "did not seriously violate the stereotypes
[they] evoked" (p. 244). Group II received
only a statistical summary of the sample
base rate. Group III received Group II's sta-
tistical summary and Group I's pictures,
minus the labels. All groups were tested on
a set of 20 "relatively neutral" new faces
reportedly drawn from the same population.
Subjects classified each picture and then in-
dicated their confidence on a scale of 50%
(pure guess) to 100% (certainty).

Since the test faces were "relatively neu-
tral," representativeness would provide a
poor guide to prediction. Hence, we would
expect a base-rate effect on the discrete pre-
dictions in all three conditions. Indeed, "the
results . . . showed a strong main effect for
base rate.. . . The base-rate format was not
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significant as a main effect . . . nor did it
interact with the base-rate variable" (Manis
et al., 1980, p. 245). This effect was nonthe-
less somewhat weaker than that found in
Experiments 1 and 2, suggesting that the set
of "relatively neutral" faces included many
stimuli evoking inconsistent stereotypes
(across subjects).

When Do Base Rates Affect Predictions?

The tendency to ignore base-rate infor-
mation has been most clearly demonstrated
in experiments that present subjects with a
single question requiring the integration of
base-rate and individuating information.
When no integration is called for (i.e., when
no individuating information is presented),
people use the base rate correctly. Even
when worthless or nondiagnostic informa-
tion is added, people still rely on base rates.
It is only when seemingly diagnostic infor-
mation is given that people make predictions
on the basis of representativeness. The op-
portunity for a hybrid response strategy is
provided by tasks offering a large number
of cases that vary in the degree to which they
are differentially representative of the pos-
sible prediction categories. In such cases,
people can classify the diagnostic cases by
representativeness and the neutral ones by
base-rate considerations.

Many existing studies can be classified
according to whether or not they allow sub-
jects to express both the base rates and rep-
resentativeness in their judgments. One can-
not probability match in making a single
category prediction; studies using such tasks
have found that people judge by represen-
tativeness and ignore base rates (e.g., Gi-
nosar & Trope, 1980; Kahneman & Tver-
sky, 1973; Nisbett & Borgida, 1975). On the
other hand, in multiple-case studies that in-
clude many neutral descriptions (which can
be assigned to the majority category without
violating representativeness), a base-rate ef-
fect is typically found (e.g., Carroll & Sie-
gler, 1977; Manis et al., 1980; Basok, Note
1). Table 1 suggests alternative strategies for
resolving the conflicting demands of proba-
bility matching and representativeness when
neutral descriptions are absent.

To rely on representativeness, judges must
be able to establish a differential match be-
tween the salient features of the individuat-
ing information and those of the possible
prediction categories. When unable to do so,
they rely on base rates. As mentioned, rep-
resentativeness may fail to provide a guide
when the individuating information is either
absent altogether or devoid of relevant (i.e.,
diagnostic) features. It may also fail when
the prediction categories have either no sa-
lient features or equivalent salient features.
Empirical identification of a category's sa-
lient features and of the representativeness
of a target case may prove to be fairly dif-
ficult. For example, even when independent
assessment is attempted, one cannot be cer-
tain that under the set induced by an ex-
periment, subjects will not conjure up some
image for a category that otherwise seems
bland and unevocative.

The impact of the individuating infor-
mation can be modified by experience. In
particular, feedback regarding the validity
of judging by representativeness can change
the apparent diagnosticity of individuating
information. However, unless respondents
are convinced that the individuating infor-
mation has no predictive validity, they will
still predict according to representativeness.
All that will change is their confidence in
those predictions. Such a pattern can only
be revealed with an experimental design that
elicits both predictions and confidence. Manis
et al.'s study showed such a pattern, as did
a study by Kahneman and Tversky (1973)
in which two groups of subjects made pre-
dictions based on the same information. One
was told that only a small proportion of such
predictions proved accurate, and the other
was given a higher proportion. Although
these subjects did not actually receive any
feedback, they had grounds for anticipating
what such feedback would be. Both groups
made essentially the same discrete predic-
tions, but the "low expected accuracy" group
expressed lower confidence in their judg-
ments than did the "high expected accu-
racy" group.

The effect of providing (implicit or ex-
plicit) feedback is logically independent of
the effect of affording multiple prediction
opportunities (without which probability
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matching is impossible). The first affects the
confidence ratings, whereas the second af-
fects the pattern of discrete predictions.
Given this independence, there is no need to
reconcile the discrete-prediction and subjec-
tive-confidence results in a study like Manis
et al.'s, which gives both feedback and mul-
tiple predictions. As a result of this com-
pound manipulation, Manis et al.'s results
do not contradict those of Kahneman and
Tversky. Rather, they provide an instructive
complement, clarifying judgmental pro-
cesses and their assessment.

Reference Note

I . Basok, M. [The effect of kind of individuating in-
formation on the impact offrequentistic information
on subjective probabilities.] Unpublished MA thesis,
Hebrew Universi ty of Jerusalem, 1980.
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